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For Noel

This story may seem like another Irish fairytale, but it’s 

all true. I know because I lived it. It began in September 

of 1998 in a pub on Ireland’s Connemara coast. Over the 

years, Noel Quinn, the man I noticed that night, smiling as 

he read a book in a corner of the room, never tired of telling 

people about how we met and the love affair that followed. 

After hearing our story, women would often ask me, “Now 

what was the name of that tour company? Where did you 

go in Ireland?” 

Perhaps they hoped that they too might be love-struck 

by some Irish magic. The idea for this book was conceived 

from a comment Noel made years ago, when someone 

asked once again how we had met.

“Just read it in our book,” he said.

“You’ve written a book?”

“Not yet,” Noel replied, his blue eyes twinkling. “But 

some day.”

Today is that some day. Here is our book, Noel.

 Annie Quinn
 Newport Beach, California

    September 22, 2012

 Enjoy the Moments!
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Foreword

Who has not been sideswiped at mid-life by 

unanticipated events, as Annie Quinn was? During 

the spring of 2010 Annie was grieving for the love of her life, 

Noel Quinn, who had died the year before. Wanting to set 

down her memories before they began to fade, she joined 

my memoir-writing class. As her love story came alive on 

the pages she read to us each week, the class urged her on. 

“Tell us more,” we begged.

So Annie wrote—of the end of her first marriage of thirty 

years after her husband explained that there was someone 

else he wanted to marry; of the two women friends who 

insisted that she escape with them on a tour of Ireland; 

and of an evening spent in a pub on the Connemara coast, 

where she noticed a distinguished-looking man smiling as 

he read at a table for one. A widower named Noel Quinn. 

Our class, of course, was hooked. 

When such upheavals happen to us, we tend to think 

that life will never be the same. What we fear, of course, 

is that we will never be happy or even at peace again. 

This book chases those fears into the shadows. As Clarissa 

Pinkola Estes writes in The Gift of Story, “The tales people 

tell one another weave a strong fabric that can warm the 

coldest emotional or spiritual nights. The stories that rise up 

out of a group become, over time, both extremely personal 
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and quite eternal, for they take on a life of their own when 

told over and over again.”

That is how I feel about Annie Quinn’s book. Through it 

you will get to know two extraordinary people whose love 

for one another had a profound effect on dozens of friends 

and family around the world. Noel, who himself had seen 

hard times, had a joy for living that drew others to him. 

Although we never met, I came to feel as though I knew 

him. Sometimes I would run across a book or an idea, and 

think, Oh, Noel would enjoy discussing that. So this book 

reminds us to embrace happiness when it comes along, 

to laugh at the world’s vagaries. From the night they met, 

that is how Annie and Noel lived. Even now Annie likes 

to close her notes and e-mails with, “Enjoy the moments.” 

I find it fitting that the Quinns’ love affair began in 

Ireland, perhaps because I hold on to a lifelong belief in the 

leprechauns and fairies that populate the Irish countryside. 

Surely the little people played a part in this match.

Annie and Noel’s story is a wondrous bit of Irish magic.

Jean Hastings Ardell
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‘I am of Ireland. And the Holy Land of Ireland. 
And time runs on,’

Cried she. ‘Come out of charity, come dance 
with me in Ireland.’

—William Butler Yeats
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Serendipity

September 22, 1998. I was gone only ten minutes, 

just enough time for my universe to shift. I had just 

returned to my table in the hotel pub on the west coast of 

Ireland. A book now lay on the table, and I was surprised 

to see seated opposite me a distinguished looking man with 

salt and pepper hair, laughing eyes, and a quiet stillness.

“Hello,” he said.

But wait, I’m getting ahead of the story. Let me go 

back a bit. My two best friends, Joan Bovard and Yvette 

Kilgore, and I were on a ten-day bus tour of Ireland. The 

trip had been originally planned by three of us couples to 

celebrate our fiftieth birthdays. But those plans changed 

when my marriage of thirty years suddenly ended. After 

my husband, Jim, and I agreed to divorce, Joan and Yvette 

changed our trip to Girls Only. We would meander the Irish 

countryside, laugh, relax, and enjoy the serenity of a land 

patchworked with forty shades of green. 

Two days earlier, we had started out in Dublin and were 

now stopped for the night at the Connemara Coast Hotel, 

an old establishment overlooking tranquil Galway Bay. It 

was an ordinary Tuesday evening, when destiny and fate 

would intersect in my life. Our tour group had finished 

dinner, and several of us had continued our conversations 

in the hotel pub. When we entered, I had noticed a lone 
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man reading a book in a corner of the bar. He was laughing, 

and I wondered what he was reading that caused him such 

joy. Joan ordered her favorite, Jameson Irish Whiskey, and 

Yvette and I ordered Irish coffees. With Irish music playing 

in the background, we chatted about the day’s visits to 

Our Lady of Knock Basilica and the Connemara Marble 

Factory. Our animated conversation continued as we spoke 

of tomorrow’s trip to the Cliffs of Moher and anticipated 

kissing the Blarney Stone. Joan expressed concern about 

the stone’s germs and planned to wipe off the area with 

a cleaner before putting her lips on the cold, dirty stone. 

We found this hilarious and offered various scenarios, 

from whipping out Handi-wipes to coating Joan’s lips with 

Vaseline. All the while, the man at the bar read his book 

and sipped his gin and tonic.

I felt stiff from sitting for so long and left to visit the loo. 

I adore flowers, so I revisited the lobby, which was filled 

with arrangements of lilies, stock, snapdragons, Gerber 

daisies, and roses. The walnut furniture was upholstered 

in red velvet and gold brocade. Crystal chandeliers, spaced 

haphazardly around the room, reflected the feeling of 

dignified opulence in the gold-leafed mirrors on the walls. 

My ears strained to hear the classical music being played, 

which was overpowered by the merry chatter and native 

music emanating from the pub, which reminded me that I 

should return to the group. As I entered the room, I glanced 

at the table where the man had been reading his book. It 

was deserted.

While I was gone, a local had approached our group, 

saying he had overheard the conversation concerning 
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germs on the Blarney Stone. Being from nearby Cork, he 

knew all the folklore and offered his expertise on Blarney 

Castle. Yvette had invited him to join us—and, as the gods 

or leprechauns ordained, there had been an empty chair 

across from mine. 

“Hello,” he said. “My name is Noel Quinn. I’m a 

widower. I live in Cork and am on a short holiday.”

“My name is Annie. I am divorced and live in Orange 

County, California,” I replied, and flippantly added, “It’s 

much easier being a widower than a divorcee. After all, no 

one brings potato salad to a divorce.”

To which he quietly responded, “You’re the first divorced 

person I’ve ever met.”

Noel had been married for twenty-five years to Mary 

McGrath. Within the first five years of their marriage, 

she developed multiple sclerosis and had been confined 

to a wheelchair during her last fifteen years. In February 

1996, Mary had died of a brain aneurysm. They had been 

childless but cherished their many nieces and nephews. 

I explained that I had been married for thirty years and 

had three children, Heather, Jeff, and Wendy. We discussed 

traveling, politics, the ocean, our families, and music. Ah, 

the music. Noel spoke of his passion for the opera. My father 

loved opera; I remembered listening to that music as a girl. 

When I asked Noel which opera he would recommend for 

someone who was new to the form, he quickly answered: 

La Boheme.

Noel asked about the tour and what I expected to see 

in Ireland. As we spoke, the minutes slipped into hours. 

He laughed easily, and I loved listening to his Irish accent. 
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At some point, I reached for my Irish coffee and noticed a 

book on the table: Neil Simon’s Rewrites: A Memoir. Only 

then did I realize that this was the man I had noticed earlier 

in the evening. I asked why the book made him laugh so. 

He enjoyed Neil Simon’s work, he explained, and found 

the memoir so very funny. 

Laughing at life—that’s the key, I thought. I had found 

so little to laugh about in recent months. I asked to borrow 

the book for the night, promising to return it to the front 

desk early the next morning before our bus left. I offered to 

have everyone sign the book as a memento of our meeting 

in the pub. Noel thought that sounded great. I glanced at 

my watch, amazed to see that it was already morning—2:30 

a.m. I thanked him for a wonderful chat, and turned to 

leave. “If I ever see La Boheme,” I said, smiling, “I will 

think of you and this night in Connemara.”
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E choes of “Good night, Noel” lingered in the hallway as 

Joan, Yvette, and I (the Neil Simon memoir in hand) 

strolled to our room. I threw my purse on my bed, sat 

down on the chair, and told the girls they needed to sign 

the book. Sleepily they agreed, and I watched as they wrote 

a quick note inside the front cover before slipping into bed. 

But I was not at all tired. I had not been sleeping well 

over the past couple of months—too much turmoil to truly 

rest. My whole life had changed from that of being a wife 

of thirty years with a home to a divorcee very much in 

transition. Most nights, dreams of loss, shadows of grief, 

and the demons of fear awakened me after a couple of 

hours of sleep. 

After getting ready for bed, I crept into the bathroom, 

where the light was still on, made a nest of towels on the 

floor, and opened the book. I was looking for the answer to 

a question raised that evening: Had Marsha Mason and Neil 

Simon ever married? I spent a couple of hours skimming the 

book, underlining funny passages and words that pertained 

to my chat with Noel. As I read, thoughts and images of 

the evening drifted through my mind. Our conversation had 

been so relaxed and comfortable, like speaking to an old 

friend. I had enjoyed our laughter and his stories. I finished 

perusing the memoir—I never did find the answer to my 
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question, and added my brief note on the inside front cover 

of the book. My watch read 4:24 a.m. 

When the alarm buzzed at six o’clock, we quickly 

showered and dressed, an amazing feat for three women 

sharing one bathroom. We finished packing—our suitcases 

were to be by the bus at seven o’clock so Jim, the tour bus 

driver, could load them before we left at 7:40. We had just 

enough time to grab a quick cup of coffee and a bowl of 

the wonderful Irish oatmeal. I left the Simon memoir at the 

front desk, explaining to the receptionist that Mr. Quinn 

would be picking up the book later that morning.

The large windows of the dining room faced Galway 

Bay, alive this morning with white caps, seagulls, fishing 

boats, and the famous Galway hookers, a traditional 

sailboat developed for the strong seas of the west coast 

of Ireland. The Galway hooker has a distinctive sail 

formation, consisting of a single mast with a main sail and 

two foresails. Traditionally, the boat is black (being coated 

in pitch) and the sails are a dark red-brown.

We found an empty table and quickly ordered. Suddenly 

Noel walked in and perused the room. His eyes stopped at 

our group, and Joan waved and invited him to join us. But 

as soon as he sat down, directly opposite me, Joan and 

Yvette stood up—it was like a teeter-totter effect: When he 

went down they went up. They said they had to go to the 

ladies room before our bus left. I was stunned that they 

left so abruptly—they had not finished their coffee or their 

breakfast. Noel and I made small talk, both saying how 

much we had enjoyed the evening. There was one quiet 

moment when our eyes locked, and I felt a connection to 
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my very soul. Nervously I glanced at my watch. It was 

7:35, time to go. I reminded him that his book was at the 

front desk, said good-bye, and hurried to the bus. 

Joan and Yvette were on the bus, waiting. When I asked 

why they left the breakfast table, they replied that they 

thought Noel and I needed to be alone. Where had they got 

that silly idea? I wanted to know. They laughed and said it 

was obvious that we had connected. Apparently I had been 

too busy enjoying the moment to realize it.

As our bus pulled away, we saw Noel drive by in his 

black VW Golf on his way home to Cork. He had decided to 

leave early so he could visit with his brother in Shannon on 

the way. As the car drove out of sight, I was sure I would 

never see him again. We had not exchanged addresses, 

phone numbers, or given any indication that we would like 

to meet again.




